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THE GATES OF HELL 

UNLOCKED 

 

Arguably, no one has been more active in promoting and funding research on vaccines aimed at deal-

ing with coronavirus than Bill Gates and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. From sponsoring a 

simulation of a coronavirus global pandemic, just weeks before the Wuhan outbreak was announced, to 

funding numerous corporate efforts to come up with a novel vaccine for the apparently novel virus, the 

Gates presence is there. What does it actually entail?  

We must admit that at the very least Bill Gates prophetic. He has claimed for years that a global killer 

pandemic will come and that we are not prepared for it. On March 18, 2015 Gates gave a TED talk on 

epidemics in Vancouver. That day he wrote on his blog, “I just gave a brief talk on a subject that I‟ve been 
learning a lot about lately—epidemics. The Ebola outbreak in West Africa is a tragedy—as I write this, 

more than 10,000 people have died.” Gates then added, “As awful as this epidemic has been, the next one 

could be much worse. The world is simply not prepared to deal with a disease—an especially virulent flu, 
for example—that infects large numbers of people very quickly. Of all the things that could kill 10 million 

people or more, by far the most likely is an epidemic.” 

That same year, 2015, Bill Gates wrote an article for the New England Journal of Medicine, “The Next 

Epidemic: Lessons from Ebola.” There he spoke of a special class of drugs that “involves giving patients a 

set of particular RNA-based constructs that enables them to produce specific proteins(including antibod-
ies).Although this is a very new area, it is promising because it is possible that a safe therapy could be 

designed and put into large-scale manufacture fairly rapidly. More basic research as well as the progress 

of companies like Moderna and CureVac could eventually make this approach a key tool for stopping 
epidemics.”and CureVac both today receive funds from the Gates Foundation and are leading the race to 

develop an approved COVID-19 vaccine based on mRNA. 

2017 and Founding of CEPI 

A global flu-like pandemic in fact is something that Gates and his well-endowed foundation have spent 

years preparing for. In 2017 during the Davos World Economic Forum, Gates initiated something called 

CEPI, the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations, together with the governments of Norway, 
India, Japan, and Germany, along with the Wellcome Trust of the UK. Its stated purpose is to “accelerate 

the development of vaccines we‟ll need to contain outbreaks”of future epidemics.noted at the time that 

“One promising area of vaccine development research is using advances in genomics to map the DNA and 

RNA of pathogens and make vaccines.” We will return to that. 

Event 201 

By 2019 Bill Gates and the foundation were going full-tilt boogie with their pandemic scenarios. He made 

a Netflix video which made an eerie imaginary scenario. The video, part of the “Explained” series, imag-

ined a wet market in China where live and dead animals are stacked and a highly deadly virus erupts that 
spreads globally. Gates appears as an expert in the video to warn, “If you think of anything that could come 

along that would kill millions of people, a pandemic is our greatest risk.” He said if nothing was done to 

better prepare for pandemics, the time would come when the world would look back and wish it had invest-
ed more into potential vaccines. That was weeks before the world heard about bats and a live wet market in 

Wuhan, China. 

In October, 2019 the Gates Foundation teamed up with the World Economic Forum and the Johns Hopkins 

Center for Health Security to enact what they called a “fictional” scenario simulation involving some of the 

world‟s leading figures in public health. It was titled Event 201. 

As their website describes it, Event 201 simulated an “outbreak of a novel zoonotic coronavirus transmitted 

from bats to pigs to people that eventually becomes efficiently transmissible from person to person, leading 
to a severe pandemic. The pathogen and the disease it causes are modeled largely on SARS, but it is more 

transmissible in the community setting by people with mild symptoms.” 

In the Event 201 scenario the disease originates at a pig farm in Brazil, spreading through low-income 

regions and ultimately explodes into an epidemic. The disease is carried by air travel to Portugal, the USA 

and China and beyond to the point no country can control it. The scenario posits no possible vaccine being 
available in the first year. “Since the whole human population is susceptible, during the initial months of 

the pandemic, the cumulative number of cases increases exponentially, doubling every week.” 

The scenario then ends after 18 months when the fictional coronavirus has caused 65 million deaths. “The 
pandemic is beginning to slow due to the decreasing number of susceptible people. The pandemic will 

continue at some rate until there is an effective vaccine or until 80-90 % of the global population has been 

exposed.” 
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This is an update of an article, 'The Virus and the Vaccine: The Lies and Fraud of Big Pharma' (First pub-

lished in March 2009) 

As Ireland faced what must have be the strangest St. Patrick‟s Day in history, the continuing roll 

out of drastic Draconian and tyrannical methods should be a warning to us all that this is just anoth-

er scare story to bring about new laws to curtail what little freedom we have left. This year, St. Pat-

rick‟s Day was used to introduce detention legislation for anyone suspected of having Covid-19 and 

who doesn‟t wish to be detained. The day after Denmark decided that Covid-19 vaccinations were 

going to be forced on their citizens we should all be concerned as to what happens when this horror 

story finally gets tired and the media are told to drop it for something else. 

Make no mistake, this is not about a pandemic, it is about changing the way we live our lives forever. Just 
as 9/11 was used to curtail our freedoms and rights, this will be likewise and I believe far more brutal and 

sinister. The above is a clear violation of your right to walk down the street, for example, just as in Nazi 

Germany in the 1940s. Is this the kind of world we want the next generation of human beings to inhabit or 
do we want our children to have the freedom to live their lives the way they see fit with minimal laws to 

control their actions? The simple phrase, 'Do no harm' covers everything 

What else has been going on in the rest of the world as this story has been continuously pounded into the 

minds of the public? You can be sure there are many nefarious acts being perpetrated under this illusion of 

a global catastrophe. Furthermore, it makes absolutely no sense whatsoever. 

The supposed tests for Covid-19 are less than reliable, and as yet there isn‟t even a test which is authorized, 

with well over half resulting in false positives, and again, with around 95-98% of all supposed positives, 
whether real or false, fully recovering. The definition of a pandemic is obscure and erroneous to say the 

least as there are many other viruses, such as the common cold or flu, which result in far more infectious 

people and astronomically more deaths and yet they are never called pandemics. 

How many cases of autism are there? 

In 2018 the CDC determined that approximately 1 in 59 children is diagnosed with an autism spectrum 

disorder (ASD). 

 1 in 37 boys 
 

 1 in 151 girls 
 

If that‟s not a pandemic, what is? And why has the link to vaccines never been investigated despite much 

evidence to suggest that they at least should be?What about flu? 

In America alone, anywhere from 15 to 60 Million people a year get the flu annually. 

So far, the CDC has estimated (based on weekly influenza surveillance data) that between 24,000 and 

62,000 people have died from influenza between Oct. 1st, 2019 through April 4th, 2020, with the total 

number of infections ranging from 39,000,000 – 56,000,000. THIS IS ONLY IN THE USA! 

Covid-19 is a fraction of these numbers globally and yet we‟re led like lambs to the slaughter to believe that 

we‟re dealing with some kind of new plague, albeit manmade. 

This is bovine fecal matter to say the least. 

For anyone interested in learning how this whole scenario is being rolled out I suggest you watch the 2011 

movie Contagion. It is astounding how accurately the whole thing is rolled out when a pandemic breaks 

out. It is a script of what‟s happening today and it‟s no coincidence. 

I have even heard people mention aspects of what‟s happening now which are in the movie but which have-

n‟t even happened yet and they are under the delusion that it has, such as the closing of state borders in the 

US for example. 

People are so well programmed by the media, including movies and TV series, that they seem no longer 
capable of thinking anything through which is clearly dubious in its telling. They have no grasp on reality 

and live in a world of predetermined fiction. Their perception of reality is deeply flawed. 

They cannot even seem to grasp simple arithmetic when it comes to looking at the number of deaths from 

all causes compared to what‟s happening now and being blamed on Covid-19. The simple fact is that there 

are no more deaths in previous years than the present one and in many cases around the world even less 
deaths this year than previous years. This can be easily checked by looking at mortality rates from official 

government websites from any country in the world.  

Common sense and any semblance of critical thinking and arithmetical ability, it would appear, has been 

blown into the ether on a cough and sneeze and disappeared in a toxic breeze of propaganda and outright 

lies. 

Today‟s Fear, Tomorrow‟s Tyranny 

Why Fear 

Covid-19? 

On July 13th, 1917 near the little village of 

Fatima in Portugal the Blessed Virgin Mary, 

the Queen of Prophets, announced to the three 

children whom she had chosen as her messen-

gers, that “mankind would be given a time of 

peace” if people did what Our Lady asked. She 

also told them that if we ignored her requests, 

the main request being to “stop offending her 

Son by our sins.” Thereafter the most terrible 

of sufferings would be unleashed upon mankind, culminating in the “annihilation of several na-

tions.” These were her exact words, “the annihilation of several nations.” 

Is there anyone amidst us who could credibly say that in the post-World War II period, Our Lady‟s warn-
ings and requests in 1917 were notwithstanding, that we have witnessed a lessening of the offences and 

sins against God, or that we have seen a growth of sanctity amongst the Catholic faithful and its ministers. 

Quite the contrary. We have seen, sadly, that everything has become worse since that time and, indeed, it is 
credible to believe that never in the two thousand year history of the Catholic Church things have never 

been so bad. Hitherto, we have never witnessed more than 120,000 priests and religious abandon their 

vocations in the mere 20 years following the Second Vatican Council; and the falling away of the priests 

and religious has continued unabated to this day.  

Have children ever been as vilely mistreated as they are in our day? The Chinese, who make up almost a 
quarter of mankind, are being forced to abort any pregnancy above the one child per family quota. Thus, do 

we see the Chinese making child murder an institution of every day life? Christians across the so-called 

Christian West are murdering unending millions upon millions of children annually. Simultaneously, and 
hardly surprisingly given the global nature of child murder, the world has seen an unprecedented explosion 

of immorality and amorality, a consequence, directly and indirectly, of the near universal breakdown of 

family life and the seeming freefall of a Catholic Church that wanted to “update itself,” and thus came to 
mirror the pagan and atheistic world that surrounded it. To informed Catholics, sadly, a minority, none of 

this comes as a surprise, for we have been warned time and time again down the long centuries that this, 

and much worse was coming to a family, a country and a parish church near you. 

Further Authenticated Prophecies 

September 1846, La Salette, France, The Blessed Virgin Mary appears to two children and gives the fol-
lowing message: “God will strike in an unprecedented way. Woe to the inhabitants of the earth! God will 

exhaust his wrath upon them and no one will be able to escape so many afflictions together. God will allow 

the old serpent [this is a reference to Satan] to cause divisions among those who reign in every society and 
in every family. Physical and moral agonies will be suffered. God will abandon mankind to itself and send 

punishments which will follow one after another. Mankind must expect to be ruled with an iron rod and to 

drink from the chalice of the wrath of God. Lucifer together with a large number of demons will be un-
loosed from hell, they will put an end to faith little by little, the true faith of the Lord having been forgotten 

(Does this sound familiar to the poor confused Catholics of today?) They will abolish civil rights, all order 
and all justice will be trampled underfoot. All governments will have one and the same plan, which will be 

to abolish and do away with every religious principal to make way for materialism, atheism, spiritualism 

and vice of all kind. France, Italy, Spain and England will be at war. Blood will flow in the streets. French-
man will fight Frenchman, and Italian will fight Italian. A general war will follow [she is referring not to 

World War II but World War III] which will be appalling. At the first blow of His thundering sword, the 

mountains and all nature will tremble in terror, for the disorder and crimes of men have pierced the vault of 
the heavens. Paris will burn, Marseilles will be engulfed. Several cities will be shaken down and swal-

lowed up by earthquakes. People will believe all is lost. Nothing will be seen but murder. Nothing will be 

heard but the clash of arms and Blasphemy. Three quarters of the world‟s population will perish.” 

 

The Great Chastisement -  

A Catholic Perspective of an Impending New World Order 

(Continued on page 7) 

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/burden/preliminary-in-season-estimates.htm
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By Ken Doyle, First published 2009 

Some years ago, while living in London, I 

passed through the Russell Square area of 

the city one evening. It was dark and my 

route took me past one of the university 

halls of residence that made up a good 

portion of the buildings in this particular 

locale. The lights were on, there were no 

blinds to obscure the activity of the stu-

dents inside. It was a large old building 

with many rooms and on each floor there 

seemed to be about three or four common 

rooms where students would gather to 

socialise. Every single one of the common 

rooms, about twelve in all, had that tell-tale 

eerie cold blue glow of the television set. 

The TV‟s were placed high up in the cor-

ner of each room, dominating the space 

and commanding the attention of every 

head I could see silhouetted in the win-

dows. 

What struck me at the time was the fact that 

all TV‟s were tuned into the same channel. 

”Brainwashing.” I said to myself, “That‟s 
what‟s going on here.” I already believed at 

the time that TV was a force for [sub] cultural 

indoctrination and social engineering but the 
sight I saw that evening was a uniquely 

graphic illustration of just how pervasive and 

captivating TV can be. Little did I know at 

the time though how true that sentiment is, 

both in terms of the physical and mental 

effect TV has on the human brain. Not only is 
TV a threat to intellectual development if 

placed in the wrong hands, even in so called 

“safe hands” TV provides no mental, physical 

or spiritual advantage... in fact quite the opposite is true. 

Now, I'm not adverse to information or entertainment in the visual sphere; it‟s a very useful medium. But if 
one wants to view or transmit information or entertainment it is best delivered by a projection system onto a 

screen or wall as opposed to directly beamed into the eye from a TV screen. I'll explain why in a moment. 

Certainly I think most right thinking people are agreed that physical effects aside, the content of the majori-
ty of TV programming today (I emphasise the word programming, a process that involves a passive recep-

tor of information) is designed to instil a social worldview and value system that is self-centric and is in 

fact the opposite of what a healthy and enduring society requires. Individualism at any cost rules the day 
and it is more and more evident that empathy for one's fellow human being and a sense of personal respon-

sibility are rapidly vanishing along with the morality that all healthy civilisations have known to be neces-

sary for survival. 

No Higher Authority 

Only recently a car I was travelling in was bumped from behind by a driver who was, I would guess, in his 

mid to late thirties, looked quite respectable and drove a new and expensive car. Rather than stop and offer 
his details for the damage done he feigned an apology and when our vehicle pulled off to park safely he 

took his opportunity to flee the scene, no doubt congratulating himself on avoiding a messy process involv-

ing insurance agencies etc. People today are only made to feel guilt when caught and exposed for their 

crimes. They have no higher authority to fear and the current direction of societal attitudes puts paid to that 

particular view often espoused that it is possible to remain moral and upstanding without religion or a guid-

ing moral principal if you prefer. The crime figures, road rage and general attitude of fellow citizens would 

tend to indicate otherwise. I believe TV has much blame to shoulder for this. 

People spend a lot of their spare time in front of the television. I don't think it's an exaggeration to state that 
TV is a major source of many people's opinions and views on pretty much everything. Given the amount of 

time people spend watching television it makes perfect sense that if you want to shape public opinion the 

TV is the medium par excellence by which to disseminate your information. It stands to reason then that if 
you agree that a movement exists, and I think a lot of people of do, whose aim is to re-make the world in 

man's image, albeit a skewed and perverse one, then it makes sense for such an organisation to consolidate 

control of the TV airwaves and turn it into a propaganda videodrome. 

Anti-Christian Sentiments 

Some might say that the proof is in the pudding, that TV is so biased toward the crude, libertine, amoral 

lifestyle and that the portrayal of the Christian religion, the very force that created our society, is so nega-

tive, misinformed and hostile that surely such a conspiracy exists. Now to extrapolate this thought is an 
article unto itself but the facts are there and the conspiracy is out in the open. To give just two examples, 

we have the admission by the BBC following a leaking of an internal memo wherein it was admitted that 

they are anti-Christ in their outlook. After complaints that BBC programming repeatedly errs on the side of 
sensitivity to Islam and other minorities (religious or otherwise) and bias against Christianity (especially 

Roman Catholicism), the British Broadcasting Corporation has admitted its guilt. A summit meeting of 

BBC officials culminated in admissions that "the BBC is not impartial or neutral," as BBC political editor 
Andrew Marr put it. The closed door summit's conclusions were leaked to the British newspaper The Mail 

on Sunday. Government Control Evidence also exists that governments control news output and content. 

On January 1 4,1 983 President Reagan of the USA signed into effect Directive 77 which gave the CIA and 
government full power to determine and control the content of news that the American public receives, 

news which can now be uploaded and or modified in minutes with modern technology. Goebbels would be 

proud. 

Think about it. It only takes a decision made by one chief editor to determine the news received by millions 

and in the US it is said that upwards of 90% of all media formats including newspapers and magazines are 
controlled by three or four corporations, a number which is going down as more and more news agencies 

are bought up and amalgamated. All an agency has to do to make sure the news delivered suits a particular 

agenda is to put a very small number of people into the right positions. 

The way TV affects the Brain 

The physical way in which TV affects the brain makes it 

a perfect vehicle for propaganda. It's important to note 
that your eyes grow directly, stem-like, from the brain. 

They really are the window to the soul and the perfect 

conduit to access the brain's inner sanctums. The human 
brain works at 4 basic frequencies. These are Beta, Al-

pha, Theta and Delta. Beta waves are produced when one 

is thinking and using one's higher faculties and Delta is 
associated with sleep and/or deep trance like states. The 

radiant light and flicker rates of TV cause the brain to 

drop down to a level of activity somewhere between 
Alpha and Theta - essentially a sleepy dreamlike state of 

mind where the higher critical functions are turned off. 

Even if you're reading text on a television screen the 
brain registers low levels of Alpha wave activity. Theta 

brainwaves engage inner and intuitive subconscious. You 

will find Theta in places where you hold memories, sen-
sations and emotions Any information therefore imbibed 

from the TV by-passes our logical, critically thinking 

sieve and goes straight into those sub areas of the mind 
associated with more emotive response. TV then appeals 

more to the emotions than the mind and of course how 

many of us engage in lively informed debate anymore? 
Very few. The more common reaction to big questions is 

usually an emotive response followed by a quick change 
in subject. TV viewing is a somatic experience which 

means it is “of the body, not of the mind”. I'm reminded 

of Huxley's book, ”Brave New World” where the drug of 
choice was called soma and enabled people to escape un-

palatable intellectual life problems. 

Psychologist Thomas Mulholland found that after just 30 

seconds of watching television the brain begins to pro-

duce alpha waves, which indicates torpid (almost coma-
tose) rates of activity. Alpha brain waves are associated 

with unfocused, overly receptive states of consciousness. 

A high occurrence of alpha wave activity does not occur 
normally when the eyes are open. In fact, Mulholland‟s research implies that watching television is neuro-

logically analogous to staring at a blank wall. It's worth noting that the goal of hypnotists is to induce slow 

brain wave states. Alpha waves are present during the 'light hypnotic' state used by hypnotherapists for 
suggestion therapy. The critical side of your brain is the left. As you read this you are making judgements, 

passing opinions and coming to conclusions which take the form of beta brain wave activity. These are the 

waves activated when you begin to use that left hand side, the centre of logical human communication and 

analysis. 

Researchers have found that once the television set is switched on, that left hand side and all its faculties 
tends to switch off. Instead the image from television go straight to the right brain. The switch from beta to 

alpha waves shows this. Alpha brain waves are the ones we associate with meditation and sleep. By no 

means does this mean that we are not taking the information in - we are taking it all in, we are just not able 

to critically evaluate it as we would with information coming from other sources. 

Video Games too 

Video Games have been shown to lower brain activity to below that of the Delta frequency! The TV screen 

flicker rate alone is known to induce mesmerized states in people. This flicker rate is the rate at which the 
screen image is updated, generally about 50 or 60 times a second. DARPA is a US military funded research 

programme. One of their endeavours concerned developing TV flicker rates that could be played whenever 

a mesmerized state was required in a given section of the population. Endorphins are released by overexpo-
sure to light. The radiant light from televisions causes a release of endorphins. Researcher Herbert 

Krugman showed that while viewers are watching television, the right hemisphere is twice as active as the 

left, a neurological anomaly. The crossover from left to right releases a surge of the body's natural opiates: 
endorphins, which include beta-endorphins and enkephalins. Endorphins are structurally identical to opium 

and its derivatives (morphine, codeine, heroin, etc.). Activities that release endorphins (also called opioid 

peptides) are usually habit-forming (we rarely call them addictive). These include cracking knuckles and 
strenuous exercise. External opiates act on the same receptor sites (opioid receptors) as endorphins, so there  

is little difference between the two. 

Empirical Evidence 

Even casual television viewers experience such opiate withdrawal symptoms if they stop watching TV for a 
prolonged period of time. An article from South Africa's Eastern Province Herald (October 1975) described 

two experiments in which people from various socio-economic milieus were asked to stop watching televi-

sion. In one experiment, several families volunteered to turn off their TV's for just one month. The poorest 
family gave in after one week, and the others suffered from depression, saying they felt as though they had 

"lost a friend." 

In the other experiment, 1 82 West Germans agreed to kick their television viewing habit for a year, with 

the added bonus of payment. None could resist the urge longer than six months, and over time all of the 

participants showed the symptoms of opiate-withdrawal: increased anxiety, frustration, and depression. 
Herbert Krugman's research proved that watching television numbs the left brain and leaves the right brain 

to perform all cognitive duties. This has some harrowing implications for the effects of television on brain 

development and health. For one, the left hemisphere is the critical region for organizing, analyzing, and 

judging incoming data. The right brain treats incoming data uncritically, and it does not decode or divide 

information into its component parts. 

Researches into the effects of TV have warned that children under two years of age shouldn‟t watch any at 

all due to the negative impact on various areas of a child‟s development which include skills of observation, 
speech, hearing, depth perception, reading ability, inducing attention deficit type behaviour, a lack of motor 

skills due to immobile viewing habits and so on. TV is a wholly inappropriate and ineffectual teaching tool. 

It's pointless having debates lamenting the demise of intellectual ability and endeavour when intellects have 
never even had a chance to naturally and properly grow due to the numbing effects of television on children 

particularly. 

TV is a Psycho-Social Weapon 
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This is an update of an original article written and published in 2009. 

Much of what was stated then is coming to the fore right now under the guise of the current so 

called Covid-19 pandemic. 

ID 2020 is at the forefront of much of this technology with Bill Gates, a proven liar and thief of intellectual 
property as the US government confirmed and for which Gates had to pay a large settlement, is rolling out 

ID2020 which Microsoft has developed, or stolen perhaps? This is Gates‟ solution to almost everything 

imaginable to control every aspect of our lives, including the right to buy and sell anything, the right to be 
in a public place, use public transport, airlines, cruise ships, bars and restaurants, and yes, even the right to 

be out in public at all to meet with your fellow human beings. Gates‟ is infamous for his bizarre predictions 

for which he has a sinister fascination for, of global pandemics and of which he is deemed an „expert‟ on. 
How did this liar and thief suddenly get propelled to the status of some kind of Nostradamus of pandemics 

to come and King of the World, who can somehow get on every soapbox of mainstream media, the WHO, 

the UN etc?. 

It‟s important to understand exactly who Bill Gates is. He is not a computer genius who built up a global 

empire from his basement. As mentioned above, he was charged and found guilty of multiple counts of 

theft, stealing the intellectual property rights of computer developers which he used illegally to further his 

monopolistic rule of the world‟s software. 

It‟s also important to understand his roots so that people can see that this is no African baby saver through 

the use of vaccines. (See previous articles) Think again. Bill Gates is nothing less than a callous and brutal 

psychopath and just one of the talking heads of the UN which is now pushing itself forward as the only 
solution to a global pandemic, which by all the numbers of deaths being put out across the world, when 

checked against the official numbers of deaths on major government websites which happened in previous 

years across the world, is clearly no such thing. Is there a novel corona virus? Perhaps, but it is not the 
reason for the global shutdown of virtually everything. It is the excuse for the ID2020 and many other 

nefarious schemes which globalists have been dreaming of implementing for decades. 

This ties in completely with the Smartcard which will also include your vaccination records, which by all 

accounts today, will have to be updated as you are forced to take more and more vaccines, willing or man-

datorily or indeed forced, to allow to participate in society at even the most basic level, for example, going 
to meet a friend for coffee or going to the store to buy groceries. We have already seen the rationing of 

food and other grocery items in the major supermarkets. This is nothing more than grooming the public for 

what‟s to come. 

Your movements will also be tracked 24/7 as you will be required by law to carry the card as it will also be 

your driving license, ID card, medical record, means of payment in a cashless society, which is another 
means of control as mentioned above, but more than that, it will control every aspect of your life. You will 

have no freedom of movement, no freedom to purchase and no freedom of speech as free speech has been 

criminalized over the past number of years through so called „hate speech‟ laws. To flout such laws, for 
example, criticizing a public official or the government in general, or simply some fool who is offended by 

any innocent remark you may make, not necessarily to them but to anyone whom they feel it may have 

offended, can report you to the authorities whereby that will be investigated and your Smartcard can simply 

be turned off for a period of time, or forever, as a punishment. Who needs police officers and prisons to 

control populations when cutting off their means of survival should be a deterrent to anyone? 

This is not science fiction. This is happening right now behind the smokescreen of a supposed pandemic, 
which is clearly not by any definition. This is just one aspect of this horror show being wrought on humani-

ty. 

By Helena Handbasket, April  2020 

Reading and Radio have Positive effect on Brain 

Conversely it‟s worth noting that radio has the opposite effect and actually develops a higher rate of concentration, 

the audio forcing people to be stimulated to visualize what they hear. Reading of course further extends the ability 

to concentrate and critically examine information over longer periods. Even the style of TV production these days 
is geared toward an amphetamine-like addiction people have with regard to information reception. The cadence of 

scene changes, that is the rate and beat at which images are changing on the screen is very fast and further inclines 

the mind under development to be unable to concentrate for long periods on long pieces of textual information. 

Average rates of attention span are down from a few decades ago to mere minutes where once it was more than one 

hour for deep critical thinking. Studies have linked quality of life to high vocabulary rates which heavy TV con-
sumption impacts negatively. If you have good communication skills you are better able to express the world you 

live in and how you define it and if this is a yardstick to judge by then for many of our countries' young folk the 

world must be very banal indeed. A poor vocabulary means you have a myopic existence, you have a tunnel-like 
perception of this great planet and your quality of life is adversely effected. Just listening to pop stars in particular, 

the idols of the young, can make one cringe with embarrassment at the vacuous and inarticulate clap-trap they come 

out with. 

We live in a world today where people's personalities are formed by unreal things: TV, the music industry, video games, movies, the effects of drugs (be that of the recreational or psychotropic variety). Virtual reality 

dominates the interests of a lot of people out there, even young adults and people of my own age group in their 30's. All conversation is about this or that TV show, the latest new video game on the latest new console 

or who's top of the Premiership. It‟s a sad state of affairs. 

All Part of the New World Order 

All these negative effects on society are known, they are in fact engineered and planned for. A New World Order is coming into view. Not so long ago in India, the then British Chancellor Gordon Brown, in a speech 

mentioned this “New Global Order” that is being brought into existence. This New Order will be the stuff of nightmare as envisaged by Orwell. In fact, I don‟t think even Orwell had the vision to picture the dystopian 
technocratic dictatorship in store for humanity. Huxley was somewhat closer to the mark in his novel, “Brave New World “. The TV is our soma, it keeps us mesmerized and dulled while our freedoms are revoked and 

laws introduced to make criminals of us all so the New World Order can get on with the business of creating a prison planet with a prison based economic system, much like modern China. 

Get rid of your TV‟s today. Exchange them for projection systems if you're not quite ready to give up the videodrome. We need to reclaim our personalities from the agencies and organisations that use TV to claim 

our minds, create our consumerist loyalties and keep us from truth, reality and a full-spectrum human life. We all need to reclaim for ourselves, and instil in future generations, a sense of wonder at the real world and 

its panoply. 

“Propaganda must be total. The propagandist must utilise 
all of the technical means at his disposal - the press, radio, 
TV, movies, posters, meetings, door-to-door canvasassing. 
Modern propaganda must utilise ALL of these media." 

Jacques Ellul - 'Propaganda - The Formation of Men's Atti-
tudes' - 1965 

 

"The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organ-
ised habits and opinions of the masses is an important el-
ement in democratic society. Those who manipulate this 
unseen mechanism of society constitute an invisible gov-
ernment which is the true ruling power of our country." 

The Scientific Dicatorship Of The Police State 

“We are grateful to the Washington Post, the New York Times, Time Magazine and other great publications whose directors have at-
tended our meetings and respected their promises of discretion for almost 40 years......It would have been impossible for us to devel-
op our plan for the world if we had been subjected to the lights of publicity during those years. But, the world is more sophisticated 
and prepared to march towards a world government. The supernational sovereignty of an intellectual elite and world bankers is 
surely preferable to the national autodetermination practiced in past centuries.” 

 

David Rockefeller, Bilderberg Group 1991 -  (Attended by  future President of the United  States, Bill Clinton) 

(TV is a Psycho-Social Weapon - Cont.inued from page 3) 
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On April 26th, 2009 the Irish Independent published an article titled „Concern for Children‟s 

Health as Parents ignoring vaccines‟. Edel Kennedy, you should be ashamed of yourself! This is 

nothing less than an attempt by government, through their puppets in the media, to remove the 

rights of parents to determine the life choices of their offspring and removes any doubt that we now 

live in a dictatorship. 

 
This is an OUTRAGEOUS insult to every parent in the country who has the common sense to research the 

efficacy of vaccines themselves by simply looking at the historical record rather than trust politicians 

whose lies in the media, including those perpetrated by the Dept. of Health under Mary Harney regarding 
the farce of „ swine flu‟ and the dangerous myth of HPV vaccination, have led the country into the abyss of 

utter poverty 

and sold the country into the communist grasp of European bureaucrats whose sole aim is the destruction of 
every member nation‟s sovereignty leaving them clutching at the bailout begging bowl of the IMF. 

 

Vaccines are a fraud; pure and simple! 

 

The historical record PROVES this for anyone with a little patience and the courage to investigate the 

FACTS for themselves, and it does take courage, especially for those in the medical profession whose 
careers will be at risk if they dare expose this danger to our children. It also shatters their illusions that 

they‟re part of an organization which is far from beneficial to those they believe they are protecting from 

illness. However, their hypocratic oath should compel them to investigate such wild claims put out by 
pharmaceutical giants and their drug dealer sales representatives instead of taking the word of an industry 

well known as being utterly corrupt and ruthless in its business practices. 
 

The Irish haemophiliac scandal, where patients were knowingly infected with HIV through contaminated 

blood products should be enough to convince anyone of Big Pharma‟s murderous intent. This brings us to 
the real reasons for vaccinations. I‟m not even going to prove to readers that they don‟t work. I‟ll simply 

urge you to look up the historical record. One simple example is the demise of measles. 

 

The measles death rate had declined by 98% from 1915-1958 prior to any vaccination being intro-

duced. 

 

In 1988 and 1989, 69% and 89% for measles cases in American school-aged children had been vac-

cinated. 
 

In 1995, 56% of ALL measles cases in America were vaccinated. 

These figures come from medical journals. Those 3 simple examples PROVE that unvaccinated children 

are less likely to contract measles and that the vaccine was useless. Look that up for yourself. All other 

vaccine claims that they‟ve cured or eliminated disease follow a similar pattern. Better hygiene, clean water 
and good, healthy food was the cause of the decline and any doctor worth his smelling salts should know 

that. If they don‟t then they are misinformed on a grand scale or they‟re in complete denial. Therein lies the 

problem. Why have doctors been „ indoctrinated‟ to believe that vaccines are the sacred cow of medicine 
when the historical record clearly shows that they are virtually useless? 

Hold onto your sanity because I have some bad news for you. 

 
The real reason for vaccinations, apart from the massive profits to the manufacturers, is to ensure that you 

get sick throughout your life, again not only to enrich these same corporations that made you sick, but to 

ensure that many, if not all of you, die before you ever receive your pension and when you are no longer of 
any use to society. That‟s why they want you retiring later in life and are forcing you through economic 

terrorism to work longer regardless of your age or health. They literally want to work you to death. If you 

don‟t work you will be classed as a burden to society, a financial cost which society has to bear and there-
fore you will be stigmatised as a „useless eater‟ ; a consumer of resources needed for the rest of society. 

When Big Pharma can no longer profit from the illness they gave you, you will be left to die. 

 
This is the depopulation agenda promoted under the United Nations Division of Population under the De-

partment of Economic and Social Affairs. We only need look at Africa, the nation which the United Na-

tions has said themselves, could feed the world. Why then are millions in Africa starving to death on that 
continent? It‟s meant to be that way folks. 

 

All of us at one time or another have been led to believe in the efficacy of vaccines. I was one of them and 
had my child vaccinated nearly 35 years ago. I wouldn‟t even dream of it now. I think it‟s safe to say that 

we‟ re all aware of the real pandemic, as opposed to the fake pandemics of the past. It‟s called „CANCER‟. 

Autism is also at crisis (pandemic) levels all across the world where mass vaccination programs exist. 
 

Prior to mass vaccination, cancers were extremely rare, as in almost nonexistent. Today in the western, so 

called developed world, we face a crisis of cancer to the extent that, between one in five to one in two will 
suffer, many dying, from one form of cancer or another. What‟s happened to cause this pandemic? 

 
We only have to look back at the Jonas Salk polio vaccine that went around the world in the full knowledge 

that it contained the SV40 virus which had no other purpose than causing cancer; yet it was pushed as a 

vaccine for polio when, as with measles, polio was well in decline prior to any vaccine due to the same 
factors. 

 

Enter stage right at the TED 2010 conference, Mr. Bill Gates, head of Microsoft, the biggest computer firm 
on the planet. What has Bill Gates to do with vaccines you‟ re wondering? 

 

Those are his EXACT words. Are you beginning to get the picture? 

 

The globalist elite care nothing for humanity; ordinary men, women and children must be eliminated in 

their delusional minds to ensure that their superior types go into the future with the best of breeding being 
the only criteria worthy of saving. You and I are no longer required and that is why we are seeing the loss 

of our economy, our wealth, our health, our happiness and ultimately, OUR LIVES 

 

In 2020,  look where we are now with Gates still calling the shots! 

 

 

 

 

 

Depopulation Through Forced Vaccination: The Zero Carbon Solution 
By By Rachel Windeer, First published Sept. 2009  

 

“For more than a century ideological extremists at ei-

ther end of the political spectrum have seized upon 

well-publicized incidents, such as my encounter with 

Castro, to attack the Rockefeller family for the inordi-

nate influence they claim we wield over American polit-

ical and economic institutions. Some even believe we 

are part of a secret cabal working against the best in-

terests of the United States, characterizing my family 

and me as 'internationalists' and of conspiring with 

others around the world to build a more integrated 

global political and economic structure- one world, if 

you will. If that's the charge, I stand guilty, and I am 

proud of it.” 

David Rockefeller, „Memoirs‟, 2002 

If you would like to support this publication you can make 

donations by contacting us at editor@theirishsentinel.com 
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How did a Harvard dropout, an accused and 

ultimately proven liar and thief by his own ac-

tion in settling with the US Government out of 

court, and a eugenicist, abortionist get so much 

credibility in the mainstream media whereby 

you can hardly look at any of it without his smug 

idiot grin staring back at you as he tells the 

world millions will die unless we all bend over 

and give him millions for his toxic vaccines; 

vaccines which have already maimed and killed 

across the world, particularly in India and Afri-

ca and caused untold misery as a real pandemic 

called autism sweeps the globe, credibly and 

widely blamed on vaccines. 

How can this disgusting creature be allowed to 

spout his uneducated diatribe on health matters all 

over the world without a shred of proof anywhere in 
the world‟s medical establishment that vaccines 

even work? They have never been proven to work 

and have never been challenged by independent 
studies, because Gates and his cabal won‟t allow 

such studies to ever take place thus blowing the 

whole vaccine industry‟s myth out of the water. 

Bill Gates has no medical training whatsoever and 

therefore no right to be taken seriously on any 
health issue by anyone. And yet we, the lower 

beings on the globalist totem pole are supposed to 

revere him as some kind of medical genius and god 

of pharmacology? This is a man whose evil father 
founded Planned parenthood with another revered 

feminist, Margaret Sanger, although she was just 

another wannabe elite eugenicist. 

Does anyone truly believe that a man with such a 

background wants to save children when his fa-
ther‟s baby‟ if you‟ll pardon the pun, is the biggest 

abortion provider on the planet and which Bill 

Gates still funds? 

Bill Gates has his flapping, blood encrusted hands 

in a number of sinister pies which he funds heavily. 
Until recently he still funded abortion through his 

father‟s brainchild, Planned Parenthood. He also 

funds GMO frankenfoods, 5G technology, surveil-
lance technology and of course his favourite killing 

machine, the vaccine industry, He is now also the 

biggest funder of the highly corrupt WHO. After 

the US suspension of funding 

Why would this guy fund vaccines in Africa for 
poor little black babies and at the same time be in a 

very large way responsible for the abortion of more 

black babies in the US than any other organisation? 

Wake up folks.! This man is no doctor and no geni-

us, he‟s just pure evil. 

ARREST THIS MONSTER! 

 

Event 201 Players 

As interesting as the prescient Gates-Johns Hopkins Event 201 fictional scenario of October, 2019 may be, 

the list of panelists who were invited to participate in the imaginary global response is equally interesting. 

Among the selected “players” as they were called, was George Fu Gao. Notably, Prof. Gao is director of 

the Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention since 2017. His specialization includes research on 
“influenza virus interspecies transmission (host jump)… He is also interested in virus ecology, especially 

the relationship between influenza virus and migratory birds or live poultry markets and the bat-derived 

virus ecology and molecular biology.”-derived virus ecology… 

Prof. Gao was joined among others at the panel by the former Deputy Director of the CIA during the 

Obama term, Avril Haines. She also served as Obama‟s Assistant to the President and Principal Deputy 

National Security Advisor. Another of the players at the Gates event was Rear Admiral Stephen C. Redd, 

Director of the Office of Public Health Preparedness and Response at the Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention (CDC). The same CDC is at the center of a huge scandal for not having adequate functioning 

tests available for testing cases of COVID-19 in the USA. Their preparedness was anything but laudable. 

Rounding out the group was Adrian Thomas, the Vice President of scandal-ridden Johnson & Johnson, the 
giant medical and pharmaceutical company. Thomas is responsible for pandemic preparedness at J&J 

including developing vaccines for Ebola, Dengue Fever, HIV. And there was Martin Knuchel, Head of 
Crisis, Emergency & Business Continuity Management, for Lufthansa Group Airlines. Lufthansa has been 

one of the major airlines dramatically cutting flights during the COVID-19 pandemic crisis. 

All this shows that Bill Gates has had a remarkable preoccupation with the possibility of a global pandemic 

outbreak he said could be even larger than the alleged deaths from the mysterious 1918 Spanish Flu, and 
has been warning for at least the past five years or more. What the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation also 

has been involved in is funding development of new vaccines using bleeding-edge CRISPR gene-editing 

and other technologies. 

The Coronavirus Vaccines 

Gates Foundation money is backing vaccine development on every front. Inovio Pharmaceuticals of Penn-

sylvania received $9 million from the Gates-backed CEPI, Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innova-
tions, to develop a vaccine, INO-4800, which is about to test on humans in April, a suspiciously rapid time 

frame. In addition Gates Foundation just gave the company an added $5 million to develop a proprietary 

smart device for intradermal delivery of the new vaccine. 

In addition Gates Foundation monies via CEPI are financing development of a radical new vaccine method 

known as messengerRNA or mRNA. 

They are co-funding the Cambridge, Massachusetts biotech company, Moderna Inc., to develop a vaccine 
against the Wuhan novel coronavirus, now called SARS-CoV-2. Moderna‟s other partner is the US Nation-

al Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), a part of the National Institutes of Health (NIH). 

Head of NIAID is Dr Anthony Fauci, the person at the center of the Trump Administration virus emergen-
cy response. Notable about the Fauci-Gates Moderna coronavirus vaccine, mRNA-1273, is that it has been 

rolled out in a matter of weeks, not years, and on February 24 went directly to Fauci‟s NIH for tests on 

human guinea pigs, not on mice as normal. Moderna‟s chief medical adviser, Tal Zaks, argued, “I don‟t 

think proving this in an animal model is on the critical path to getting this to a clinical trial.” 

Another notable admission by Moderna on its website is the legal disclaimer, “Special Note Regarding 
Forward-Looking Statements: …These risks, uncertainties, and other factors include, among others: … the 

fact that there has never been a commercial product utilizing mRNA technology approved for use.”other 

words, completely unproven for human health and safety. 

Another biotech company working with unproven mRNA technology to develop a vaccine for the COVID-

19 is a German company, CureVac. Since 2015 CureVac has received money from the Gates Foundation to 

develop its own mRNA technology.January the Gates-backed CEPI granted more than $8 million to devel-

op a mRNA vaccine for the novel coronavirus. 

Add to this the fact that the Gates Foundation and related entities such as CEPI constitute the largest fun-

ders of the public-private entity known as WHO, and that its current director, Tedros Adhanom, the first 

WHO director in history who is not a medical doctor, worked for years on HIV with the Gates Foundation 
when Tedros was a government minister in Ethiopia, and we see that there is practically no area of the 

current coronavirus pandemic where the footprints of the omnipresent Gates are not to be found. If that is 

to the good of mankind or grounds to be worried, time will tell. 

By F. William Engdahl - www.GlobalResearch.ca 

 

“Fichte laid it down that education should aim at destroying free will, so that, after pupils 

have left school, they shall be incapable, throughout the rest of their lives, of thinking or 

acting otherwise than as their schoolmasters would have wished. But in his day this was an 

unattainable ideal: … In future such failures are not likely to occur where there is dictator-

ship. Diet, injections, and injunctions will combine, from a very early age, to produce the sort 

of character and the sort of beliefs that the authorities consider desirable, and any serious 

criticism of the powers that be will become psychologically impossible. Even if all are misera-

ble, all will believe themselves happy, because the government will tell them that they are so.” 

Bertrand Russell - The Impact of Science on Society 

“The easiest way to gain control of a population is to carry out acts of terror. (Terror 

through media) The public will clamour for such laws (Anti-freedom laws) if their 

personal security (Safety) is threatened”. 

Josef Stalin - Soviet Leader 

 

“Terrorism is the best political weapon, for nothing drives people harder than a fear of 

sudden death.” 

Adolph Hitler  - Nazi Leader 

“And I say to thee: That thou art Peter; and upon this rock I will build my church, 

and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it.”  

Jesus of Nazareth to Peter 

Dr. Anthony Fauci—(Dr. Fakey) 

Event 201 (Continued from Front Page) 
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There are hundreds of prophecies from Saints and 
religious down the Christian centuries, pointing to 

these events from Europe and beyond. Let us look at five particular events, each in their own way highlight-

ing the almost inevitable explosion of the Third World War and the intrinsic Chastisement that this signi-

fies. 

1 - The whole world will be involved in this Third World War - A unique feature is the internal disintegra-

tion of the Western democracies, the eruption of civil wars in Europe, and an invasion of Europe by extra-

European enemies. St Columba (6th century): “Listen, listen to what will happen in the later days of the 

world. There will be great wars; unjust laws will be enacted. The common people will believe in false ide-
as.” Bishop George M.Wittman (19th century): “Secret societies will work great ruin, and they will exercise 

a great financial power.” Sister Rosa Asdenti Di Taggia (19th century): “A lawless democratic spirit of 

disorder shall reign supreme, and there will be a general overthrow.” Countess Francesca de Billiante (20th 
century): “I see yellow warriors and red warriors marching against Europe. Europe will be completely cov-

ered with a yellow fog that will kill the cattle in the fields. The nations which have rebelled against the laws 

of Christ will perish by fire. Europe then will be too large for those who survive.” St Anthony of the Desert 
(4th century): “Men will surrender to the spirit of the age. They will say that if they lived in our day, they 

will say, things are complex; the church must be brought up to date and meaningful to the day‟s problems. 

When the church and the world are one, then those days are at hand. Because our Divine Master placed a 
barrier between His things and the things of the world.” Nursing Nun of Bellay (18th century): “The thick 

vapours which I have seen rising from the earth and obscuring the light of the sun are the false maxims of 

irreligion and licence which are confounding all sound principles and spreading everywhere such darkness 
as to obscure both faith and reason. Once again the madmen seem to gain the upper hand! They laugh God 

to scorn. Now, the churches are closed; the pastors run away; the Holy Sacrifice ceases. Woe to thee corrupt 

city! The wicked try to destroy everything; their books and their doctrines are swamping the world.” 

2 - The church is persecuted; the Pope flees Rome and dies in exile. The church is split, leaderless and 

disorganised. The NewWorld Order is victorious. St Pius X (20th century): “I saw one of my successors 
taking to flight over the bodies of his brethren. He will take refuge in disguise somewhere; and will die a 

cruel death. The present wickedness is only the beginning of the sorrows which must take place before the 

end of the world.” St Anna-Katarina Emmerick (19th century): “I saw a secret sect relentlessly undermining 
the great church.” St John of the Cleft Rock (4th century): “At that time, the Pope with his cardinals will 

have to flee Rome in tragic circumstances to a place where they will be unknown. The Pope will die a cruel 

death in his exile. The sufferings of the church will be much greater than at any previous time in her histo-

ry.” Nicholas of Fluh (15th century): “The church will be punished because the majority of her members, 

high and low will become so perverted. The church will sink deeper and deeper until she will at last seem to 

be extinguished, and the succession of Peter and the other Apostles to have expired. But, after this, she will 
be victoriously exalted in the sight of all doubters.” Venerable Bartholomew Holzhauser (1 7th century): 

“Religion shall be persecuted, and priests massacred. Churches shall be closed, but only for a short time. 

The Holy Father shall be obliged to leave Rome.” Jeanne le Royer, Sister of the Nativity (1 9th century): “I 
saw a great power rise up against the Church. It plundered, devastated, and threw into confusion and disor-

der the vine of the Lord, having it trampled underfoot by the people and holding it up to ridicule by all 

nations. Having vilified celibacy and oppressed the priesthood, it had the effrontery to confiscate the 
Church‟s property and to arrogate to itself the powers of the Holy Father, whose person and whose laws it 

held in contempt.” St Anna-Katarina Emmerick (1 9th century): “I now see that in this place (Rome) the 

(Catholic) Church is being so cleverly undermined, that there hardly remain a hundred or so priests who 
have not been deceived. They all work for destruction, even the clergy. A great devastation is now near at 

hand.” 

 
3 - Natural disturbances begin: floods, 

droughts, famines. Whole mountains split 

open, huge tidal waves swallow up 
coastal cities, a deadly fog or gas poisons 

the atmosphere, a prolonged darkness 

envelops the earth, three quarters of 
mankind is wiped out. St Hildegard (12th 

century): “A powerful wind will in the 

north, carrying heavy fog and the densest 
of dust by Divine Command, and it will 

fill their throats and eyes so that they will 

cease their savagery and be stricken with 
a great fear. Before the comet comes, 

many nations, the good excepted, will be 

scourged by want and famine. The great 
nation in the ocean that is inhabited by 

people of different tribes and descent will 

be devastated by an earthquake, storm and tidal wave. It will be divided and in great part submerged. That 
nation will also have many misfortunes at sea and loose its colonies. By tremendous pressure the comet will 

force much out of the ocean and flood many countries, causing much want and many plagues. All coastal 
cities will live in fear, and many of them will be destroyed by tidal waves, and most living creatures will be 

killed, and even those who escape will die from horrible diseases. For in none of those cities does a person 

live according to the will of God.” Fr. Balthassar Mas (17th century): “I saw a land swallowed up by the sea 
and covered with water. But, afterwards, I saw that the sea receded little by little and the land could be seen 

again. The tops of the towers in the city rose again above the water and appeared more beautiful than be-

fore, and I was told that land was England.” Marie Julie Jahenny (19th century): “The earth will be covered 
in darkness. The earth will become like a vast cemetery. The bodies of the wicked and the just cover the 

ground. Half the population of France will be destroyed.” Bl. Anna-Maria Taigi (19th century): “There will 

come over the earth an intense darkness lasting three days and three nights. Nothing can be seen, and the air 
will be laden with pestilence which will claim mainly, but not only, the enemies of religion. It will be im-

possible to any man-made lighting during the darkness, except blessed candles. He who looks out his win-

dow or leaves his home will fall dead on the spot. During these three days, people should remain in their 
homes, pray the Rosary and beg God for mercy.” Blessed Gaspar Del Bufalo (19th century): “The death of 

the impenitent persecutors of the Church will take place during the three days of darkness. He who outlives 

the darkness and the fear of these three days will think he is alone on earth because the whole world will be 
covered with carcasses.” Sister Marie of Jesus Crucified (19th century): “All the nations will be shaken by 

war and revolution. During the three days of darkness, the followers of the evil cause will be annihilated, so 

that only one-fourth of mankind will survive.” 
 

4 - The French Monarch, leading his growing army to battle, wins victory after victory. Russia and China 

are converted to Catholicism, as also are the Muslims, all Christian denominations return to the One True 
Faith; all nations unite and form a new Roman Empire. Brother Louis Rocco (19th century): “A great king 

will arise after a period of terrible wars and persecutions.” Melanie Calvat, Seeress of La Salette (19th 

century): “After a frightful war a great king will arise and his reign will be marked by a wonderful peace 
and a great religious revival.” Bl. Anna-Maria Taigi (19th century):m“Whole nations will come back to the 

Church and the face of the earth will be renewed. Russia and China will come into the Church.” St. Hippol-

ytus (3rd century): “The great monarch who shall subject all the East shall come around the end of the 

world.” St. Telesphorus of Cozenza (14th century): “A powerful French monarch and French Pope will 
regain the Holy Land after terrible wars in Europe, convert the world, and bring universal peace.” An Old 

German prophecy: “When the world becomes godless, revolutions will break out. And they will try to over-

throw the Catholic Church. Men will be pleasure-loving. A terrible war will find the North fighting the 
South. The South will be led by a prince wearing a white coat with a Cross on the front.” Rudolph Gekner 

(17th century): “A great prince with a most powerful army will traverse all Europe, uproot all republics.” 

Ven. Bartholomew Holzbauser (17th century): “When everything has been ruined by war; when Catholics 
are hard pressed by traitorous coreligionists and heretics; when the Church and her servants are denied their 

rights. Then the Hand of Almighty God will work a marvelous change, something apparently impossible 

according to human understanding. There will rise a valiant monarch anointed by God. He will be a Catho-
lic, a descendant of Louis IX, (yet) a descendant of an ancient imperial German family, born in exile. He 

will rule supreme in temporal matters. The Pope will rule supreme in spiritual matters at the same time. 

Persecution will cease and Justice shall reign. Religion seems to be oppressed, but by the changes of entire 
kingdoms it will be made more firm. “He will root out false doctrines and destroy the rule of Islam. His 

dominion will extend from the East to the West. All nations will adore God their Lord according to Catholic 

teaching. There will be many wise and just men. The people will love justice, and peace will reign over the 
whole earth.” 

 

5 - The whole world enjoys a period of com-
plete peace and unprecedented prosperity with 

mutual love and respect preeminent amongst 

people and nations. Sister Marianne Gaultier 
(1 8th century): “The triumph of religion shall 

be so great that no one has ever seen the equal; 

civil laws shall be enacted in harmony with 
the law ofGod and with the Church. The edu-

cation given to children will be most Chris-
tian. Pius guilds for workmen will be re-

stored.” Ven. Bartholomew Holzhauser (1 7th 

century): “All nations will become Catholic. 
Vocations will be abundant as never before, all 

men will only seek the kingdom of God and 

His justice. Men will live in peace, and this 
will be granted because people will make their 

peace with God. They will live under the protection of the great monarch and his successors.” St Hildegard 

(1 2th century): “Peace will return to the world. During this period of peace, people will carry no weapons, 
and iron will be used only for making agricultural implements and tools. Also during this period, the land 

will be very productive, and many Jews, heathens and heretics will join the Church.” 

 
6 - This final prophecy is the most disturbing of all, I write it for all faithful Catholics. Which seems to talk 

about the new rite of mass brought in after the Second Vatican Council and if it does, would answer all the 

questions of how things have gone so bad in the world and the Church. You see the only theological answer 
to a world gone mad is God withdrew grace. As a catholic you know the primary source of grace is the 

Eucharist (Body, Blood, Soul and Divinity of Christ). But if this primary source of grace is taken from us, it 

results in the falling away of the people and priests from the faith. Also the light of the Church doesn‟t go 
out and the darkness creeps in as the light dies. So eventually the whole world will be plunged in a blood-

bath far worse than death. St Anna-Katarina Emmerick (1 9th century): “I saw again the new and odd-

looking church which they were trying to build. There was nothing holy about it. People were kneading 
bread in the crypt below.. But it would not rise, nor did they receive the body of Our Lord, but only bread. 

Those who were in error, through no fault of heir own, and who piously and ardently longed of the Body of 

Jesus were spiritually consoled, but not by their communion. Then, my 
guide [Jesus] said: „THIS IS BABEL.‟[The Mass in many languages].” 

 

These prophecies, drawn from the past and across the Catholic nations of the world, are but a few of the 
many hundreds that exist, and which indicate what is happening today and what is going to happen in the 

near future. We can choose to ignore them, choose to scorn them, or choose to maintain the Faith of our 

Fathers. To achieve Victory against the demonic New World Order, we must obey one cardinal rule: first 
Prayer, then Action! Pray the Rosary that our Blessed Mother, the Virgin Mary, requested at Fatima, and 

implore Jesus Christ that we may merit that He saves Ireland! Brother Patrick of the way of the Cross 

T.O.C.D. 
 

All the above prophecies are approved by the Church. 

Prophecy Sources: Catholic Prophecy, Yves Dupont; Prophecy for Today, Edward Connor. First published 
2009 

(The Great Chastisement - Continued from page 2) 

The 5G Crisis Summit is  online and 

FREE from June1-7, 2020 

 

Does 5G wireless pose a great risk to your immune system, your well-

being, your life? Learn the unbiased truth from the world’s leading inde-

pendent experts and the steps to implement better solutions in your 

community! 
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We Have No Reason to Believe 5G is Safe 

The telecommunications industry and their experts have accused many scientists who have researched the 

effects of cell phone radiation of "fear mongering" over the advent of wireless technology's 5G. Since 

much of our research is publicly-funded, we believe it is our ethical responsibility to inform the public 

about what the peer-reviewed scientific literature tells us about the health risks from wireless radiation. 

The chairman of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) recently announced through a press 
release that the commission will soon reaffirm the radio frequency radiation (RFR) exposure limits that the 

FCC adopted in the late 1990s. These limits are based upon a behavioral change in rats exposed to micro-

wave radiation and were designed to protect us from short-term heating risks due to RFR exposure.   

Yet, since the FCC adopted these limits based largely on research from the 1980s, the preponderance of 
peer-reviewed research, more than 500 studies, have found harmful biologic or health effects from expo-

sure to RFR at intensities too low to cause significant heating. 

Citing this large body of research, more than 240 scientists who have published peer-reviewed research on 

the biologic and health effects of nonionizing electromagnetic fields (EMF) signed the International EMF 

Scientist Appeal, which calls for stronger exposure limits. The appeal makes the following assertions: 

“Numerous recent scientific publications have shown that EMF affects living organisms at levels well 

below most international and national guidelines. Effects include increased cancer risk, cellular stress, 
increase in harmful free radicals, genetic damages, structural and functional changes of the reproductive 

system, learning and memory deficits, neurological disorders, and negative impacts on general well-being 

in humans. Damage goes well beyond the human race, as there is growing evidence of harmful effects to 

both plant and animal life.” 

The scientists who signed this appeal arguably constitute the majority of experts on the effects of nonioniz-

ing radiation. They have published more than 2,000 papers and letters on EMF in professional journals. 

The FCC‟s RFR exposure limits regulate the intensity of exposure, taking into account the frequency of the 
carrier waves, but ignore the signalling properties of the RFR. Along with the patterning and duration of 

exposures, certain characteristics of the signal (e.g., pulsing, polarization) increase the biologic and health 

impacts of the exposure. New exposure limits are needed which account for these differential effects. 

Moreover, these limits should be based on a biological effect, not a change in a laboratory rat‟s behavior. 

The World Health Organization's International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) classified RFR as 
"possibly carcinogenic to humans" in 2011. Last year, a $30 million study conducted by the U.S. National 

Toxicology Program (NTP) found “clear evidence” that two years of exposure to cell phone RFR increased 

cancer in male rats and damaged DNA in rats and mice of both sexes. The Ramazzini Institute in Italy 
replicated the key finding of the NTP using a different carrier frequency and much weaker exposure to cell 

phone radiation over the life of the rats. 

Based upon the research published since 2011, including human and animal studies and mechanistic data, 

the IARC has recently prioritized RFR to be reviewed again in the next five years. Since many EMF scien-

tists believe we now have sufficient evidence to consider RFR as either a probable or known human carcin-

ogen, the IARC will likely upgrade the carcinogenic potential of RFR in the near future. 

Nonetheless, without conducting a formal risk assessment or a systematic review of the research on RFR 
health effects, the FDA recently reaffirmed the FCC‟s 1996 exposure limits in a letter to the FCC, stating 

that the agency had “concluded that no changes to the current standards are warranted at this time,” and 

that “NTP‟s experimental findings should not be applied to human cell phone usage.” The letter stated that 
“the available scientific evidence to date does not support adverse health effects in humans due to expo-

sures at or under the current limits.” 

The latest cellular technology, 5G, will employ millimeter waves for the first time in addition to micro-

waves that have been in use for older cellular technologies, 2G through 4G. Given limited reach, 5G will 

require cell antennas every 100 to 200 meters, exposing many people to millimeter wave radiation. 5G also 
employs new technologies (e.g., active antennas capable of beam-forming; phased arrays; massive multiple 

inputs and outputs, known as massive MIMO) which pose unique challenges for measuring exposures. 

Millimeter waves are mostly absorbed within a few millimeters of human skin and in the surface layers of 

the cornea. Short-term exposure can have adverse physiological effects in the peripheral nervous system, 

the immune system and the cardiovascular system. The research suggests that long-term exposure may 
pose health risks to the skin (e.g., melanoma), the eyes (e.g., ocular melanoma) and the testes (e.g., sterili-

ty). 

Since 5G is a new technology, there is no research on health effects, so we are “flying blind” to quote a 

U.S. senator. However, we have considerable evidence about the harmful effects of 2G and 3G. Little is 

known the effects of exposure to 4G, a 10-year-old technology, because governments have been remiss in 
funding this research. Meanwhile, we are seeing increases in certain types of head and neck tumors in 

tumor registries, which may be at least partially attributable to the proliferation of cell phone radiation. 
These increases are consistent with results from case-control studies of tumor risk in heavy cell phone 

users. 

5G will not replace 4G; it will accompany 4G for the near future and possibly over the long term. If there 

are synergistic effects from simultaneous exposures to multiple types of RFR, our overall risk of harm 

from RFR may increase substantially. Cancer is not the only risk as there is considerable evidence that 

RFR causes neurological disorders and reproductive harm, likely due to oxidative stress. 

As a society, should we invest hundreds of billions of dollars deploying 5G, a cellular technology that 
requires the installation of 800,000 or more new cell antenna sites in the U.S. close to where we live, work 

and play? 

Instead, we should support the recommendations of the 250 scientists and medical doctors who signed 

the 5G Appeal that calls for an immediate moratorium on the deployment of 5G and demand that our gov-

ernment fund the research needed to adopt biologically based exposure limits that protect our health and 

safety. 

Based upon the research published since 2011, including human and animal studies and mechanistic data, 
the IARC has recently prioritized RFR to be reviewed again in the next five years. Since many EMF scien-

tists believe we now have sufficient evidence to consider RFR as either a probable or known human carcin-

ogen, the IARC will likely upgrade the carcinogenic potential of RFR in the near future. 

Nonetheless, without conducting a formal risk assessment or a systematic review of the research on RFR 

health effects, the FDA recently reaffirmed the FCC‟s 1996 exposure limits in a letter to the FCC, stating 

that the agency had “concluded that no changes to the current standards are warranted at this time,” and 

that “NTP‟s experimental findings should not be applied to human cell phone usage.” The letter stated that 

“the available scientific evidence to date does not support adverse health effects in humans due to expo-

sures at or under the current limits.” 

The latest cellular technology, 5G, will employ millimeter waves for the first time in addition to micro-
waves that have been in use for older cellular technologies, 2G through 4G. Given limited reach, 5G will 

require cell antennas every 100 to 200 meters, exposing many people to millimeter wave radiation. 5G also 
employs new technologies (e.g., active antennas capable of beam-forming; phased arrays; massive multiple 

inputs and outputs, known as massive MIMO) which pose unique challenges for measuring exposures. 

Millimeter waves are mostly absorbed within a few millimeters of human skin and in the surface layers of 

the cornea. Short-term exposure can have adverse physiological effects in the peripheral nervous system, 

the immune system and the cardiovascular system. The research suggests that long-term exposure may 
pose health risks to the skin (e.g., melanoma), the eyes (e.g., ocular melanoma) and the testes (e.g., sterili-

ty). 

Since 5G is a new technology, there is no research on health effects, so we are “flying blind” to quote a 

U.S. senator. However, we have considerable evidence about the harmful effects of 2G and 3G. Little is 

known the effects of exposure to 4G, a 10-year-old technology, because governments have been remiss in 
funding this research. Meanwhile, we are seeing increases in certain types of head and neck tumors in 

tumor registries, which may be at least partially attributable to the proliferation of cell phone radiation. 

These increases are consistent with results from case-control studies of tumor risk in heavy cell phone 

users. 

5G will not replace 4G; it will accompany 4G for the near future and possibly over the long term. If there 
are synergistic effects from simultaneous exposures to multiple types of RFR, our overall risk of harm 

from RFR may increase substantially. Cancer is not the only risk as there is considerable evidence that 

RFR causes neurological disorders and reproductive harm, likely due to oxidative stress. As a society, 
should we invest hundreds of billions of dollars deploying 5G, a cellular technology that requires the in-

stallation of 800,000 or more new cell antenna sites in the U.S. close to where we live, work and play? 

Instead, we should support the recommendations of the 250 scientists and medical doctors who signed 

the 5G Appeal that calls for an immediate moratorium on the deployment of 5G and demand that our gov-

ernment fund the research needed to adopt biologically based exposure limits that protect our health and 

safety. 

Joel M. Moskowitz, Scientific American 
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